
Approved Minutes

Events & Engagement Committee

August 9, 2022

5:30 - 6:30pm

Zoom

Present: Annie Wang (Chair), Katie Simon, Stephanie Wolf, Lance Frederick, Margaret Turvey

(LCC Board member), Tina Hermsen (LCC Board), (SNG Staff), RachelJasmine Epps-Flowers

Boeke (LCC Staff), Wanja Kuria (LCC Staff), Andrea Tritschler (LCC Staff)

Recorder: Andrea Tritschler, LCC Staff

1. Approval of July Minutes

Minutes approved, Motion from Andrea

Motion approved by Annie

2. Action | Planning for Fall Spaces Event, Annie Wang

- Annie outlined the Voter Engagement event and presented the project plan to the

committee

- Andrea gave background on the event and scope of the event

- We talked through partnerships after questions about partnerships and involvement

was brought up by a committee member

- Margaret suggested that we add a volunteer column to the planning document to

determine and delegate partnership outreach

- Stephanie asked about the action plan, if there is one and that we should create one

so volunteers have information to present to partners while doing outreach.

Action: Stephanie will create the pitch for volunteers to use in contacting partners

- Annie and Andrea will email committee with a list of partners to reach out

to and committee will choose who to contact by Tuesday, August 16

3. Discussion | Free the Deeds information, Rachel Boeke

- Presented information on Free the Deeds program, which LCC will be

transitioning into working on in the near future.

- Information about the FTD September meeting

- Call for volunteers to help or table at the Free the Deeds event at the Parkway

on Sept. 26

mailto:mturvey522@gmail.com
mailto:jasmine@sng.org
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- Information about what the work will be and what volunteering with FTD will

look like over the next few months

- Contact information was provided  for those interested.

4. Discussion | Mental Health Training opportunities, Lance Frederick

- Lance is trained in QPR, which stands for Question. Persuade. Refer and is a

tool and training used for suicide prevention

- Lance offered to provide these trainings to the community at a low cost (free/

$2). They are about 1.5 hours and participants get a certification at the end.

- There could also be opportunities for more in-depth mental health training

available, should that be of interest.

Action: Annie/ Andrea will send a follow up email to Lance and they will

best decide how to inform the community about this opportunity and

organize with Lance as a way for community members to get engaged.

5. Adjournment


